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MESOPOTAMIAN   GODS 

 The Sumerians practiced a polytheistic religion , with anthropomorphic 
monotheistic and some gods representing forces or presences in the 
world , as he would later Greek civilization. In their beliefs state that 
the gods originally created humans so that they serve them servants , 
but when they were released too , because they thought they could 
become dominated by their large number . 
 
Many stories in Sumerian religion appear homologous to stories in other 
religions of the Middle East. For example , the biblical account of the 
creation of man , the culture of The Elamites , and the narrative of the 
flood and Noah's ark closely resembles the Assyrian stories. The 
Sumerian gods have distinctly similar representations in Akkadian , 
Canaanite religions and other cultures . Some of the stories and deities 
have their Greek parallels , such as the descent of Inanna to the 
underworld ( Irkalla ) resembles the story of Persephone. 

 



COSMOGONY 

Cosmogony  

Cosmology sumeria. The universe first appeared when Nammu , formless abyss was opened 

itself and in an act of self- procreation gave birth to An ( Anu ) ( sky god ) and Ki ( goddess 

of the Earth ), commonly referred to as Ninhursag . 

 

Binding of Anu (An) and Ki produced Enlil , Mr. Wind , who eventually became the leader of 

the gods. Then Enlil was banished from Dilmun (the home of the gods) because of the 

violation of Ninlil , of which he had a son , Sin ( moon god ) , also known as Nanna . 

 

No Ningal and gave birth to Inanna ( goddess of love and war ) and Utu or Shamash ( the 

sun god ) . During the exile, Enlil begot three deities of the underworld along with Ninlil , the 

most notable of these was Nergal . 

 

Nammu also gave birth to or Abzu Enki , god of the watery abyss . Enki also controlled the 

Me, the sacred decrees that governed the basic things such as physics and complex things 

such as social order and laws. This accounts for the origin of most of the world . 



IMAGE REPRESENTING THE 

COSMOGONY 

In Sumerian mythology, An (Sumerian * An 𒀭  = 

"blue") or Anu (Akkadian) was the god of heaven, 

lord of constellations, king of gods, who lived with 

his wife, the goddess Ki (in Sumerian "land" or Antu 

in Akkadian), in the higher regions of the sky.  

 

It was believed that had the power to judge those 

who had committed crimes, and that he had created 

the stars as soldiers to destroy the wicked. His 

attribute was the royal tiara. Your servant and 

minister was the god Ilabrat. 

Ki (del cuneiforme KI, en sumerio 

"tierra"), es una diosa de la tierra, 

una de las más importantes de la 

mitología sumeria, y por extensión, 

de Mesopotamia 

http://es.wikipedia.org/wiki/Escritura_cuneiforme
http://es.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Ki_(Sumeria)&action=edit&redlink=1
http://es.wikipedia.org/wiki/Idioma_sumerio
http://es.wikipedia.org/wiki/Diosa
http://es.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mitolog%C3%ADa_sumeria


Gods , demons , heroes and other 

mythological characters 

 
Adapa : First king 

Anat : goddess of fertility and war 

Anshar : sky father 

Anu , the god of the sky high 

Antu : creator goddess 

Apsu : the ruler of the gods and underground oceans 

Assur : national god of the Assyrians 

Atrahasis : Star of the epic poem of the same name ** 

Baal superior to all other principal deity and god of the Chaldean - Assyrians 

Damkina : goddess of mother earth 

Dumuzi : god of vegetation 

Ea: god of wisdom 

Emesh : god of vegetation 

Enbilulu : god by the Euphrates and Tigris 

Enmesarraa : god of laws 

Endursaga heraldic Sumerian god 

Enkimdu : god of rivers and canals 

 



Gods , demons , heroes and other 

mythological characters 

Enlil : god of weather and storms 

Enten : farmer god 

Enurta : God of War 

Ereshkigal : goddess of the underworld 

Erra : god of war , riots and revolts 

Gilgamesh: hero of the great epic of Gilgamesh after flood 

Geshtu -E : Lesser God of intelligence 

Gugalanna : consort of Ereshkigal 

Gula : goddess of healing 

Hadad : weather god 

Huwawa : guardian of the cedar forest of hearts 

Inanna : Goddess of love and war , protector of Uruk 

Ishtar : Goddess of Love 

Isimud : messenger god 

Iskur : god of storms and rain 

Kabta : god responsible for picks, shovels and brick mold 

 



Gods , demons , heroes and other 

mythological characters 

Kingu : husband of Tiamat 

Kishar : father land 

Lahar : goddess of cattle 

Marduk : national god of the Babylonians 

Mummu : god of mists 

Mushdamma : God put in charge of the 

buildings and houses 

Mušḫuššu : mythological animal 

Nabu : god of the arts of writing 

Namtar : god servant in the underworld 

Nannar : moon god 

Nanse : goddess of justice 

Nergal : god of the underworld 

Nidaba : goddess of fertility and writing 

 



Gods , demons , heroes and other 

mythological characters 

Ninazu : secondary god of the underworld 

Ningal : goddess of reeds 

Ningikuga : goddess of reeds 

Ningizzida : god of the tree good 

Ninhursag : goddess of mother earth 

Ninkasi : goddess of brewing alcohol 

Ninkurra : minor mother goddess 

Ninlil : Goddess of Air 

Ninmah : creator goddess 

Ninsar : goddess of plants 

Ninsikil : patron goddess of the mythical 

paradise of Dilmun 

Ninsubur : messenger god or goddess 

 



Gods , demons , heroes and other 

mythological characters 

Ninsuna : cow goddess 

Nintu : mother deity 

Ninurta : God of Nippur 

Nunbarsegunu : mother goddess 

Nusku : god of light and fire 

Oannes : half man half fish Characters 

Pasittu : demon who steals babies 

Shamash : sun god and justice 

Sin: moon god (another name Nannar ) 

Tasmetu : goddess consort of Nabu 

Tiamat : Goddess Dragon 

Tishpak : god Eshnunna 

 



Gods , demons , heroes and other 

mythological characters 

Uras : chthonic goddess (see chthonic ) 

Utnapishtim : star of deluge 

Utu : God of the sun 

Uttu : Goddess of fabrics and clothing 

Utukki : demons of the underworld 

Zarpanitu : goddess of birth 

Ziusudra : star of deluge 

Gods , demons , heroes and other mythological 

characters 



EXPLICATION  OF  THE  GODS 

 

 

 

The Gods : 

 

The Pantheon is clearly known Akkadian pantheon , since the 

texts are more abundant and clear that the Sumerian tradition 

. This is largely due to the reasons already explained about 

the systematization of the mythology and the pantheon 

simplification and centralization held by the heirs of Sumerian 

mythology. Yet there are some dark and confusing points , 

sometimes ambiguous emparentamientos occur between gods 

and what occurs most often is the shift in power that places 

one or another god at the top of the pantheon , boasting 

supreme power ( example this is the case we have already 

seen that replacing Marduk Enlil) . 

 

 



EXPLICATION  OF  THE  GODS 

Anu : Also called An or Anum was the 

undisputed god of the sky . It is sometimes 

described as the father of Ishtar. His attribute 

was the tiara with horns , emblem of all power. 

It had an army (the stars ) to destroy the evil 

forces from threatening him . He kept his 

celestial domains and only very rarely is 

concerned with human affairs. His wife was 

Antum (or Antú ) and city of worship was Uruk. 
 

 



EXPLICATION  OF  THE  GODS 

Enlil : The son of Anu and god of wind and storm but later lost the 

character of " Lord of the Winds" to be replaced by Adad 

represented standing on a bull taking the monkey to the rays , he 

was the god of lightning. When the flood decree Adad was his 

executor. But , like the rain, not always had a negative character 

and could bring favorable winds and abundance , as its symbol 

was Adad zigzag lightning and your pet the bull that roared like 

thunder. As Enlil replaced his father and became king of the gods , 

belonging to him the tablets of destinies. His wife was Muliltu or 

Mylitta ( Ninlil ) and city of worship was the sacred city of Nippur , 

where he had his temple Ekur ( Mountain House ) . As we know 

was replaced by Marduk as king of the gods with the rise of 

cassita domain. 

 

 



EXPLICATION  OF  THE  GODS 

Ea: The Sumerian Enki, was the lord of Apsu : the 

domain of freshwater under the earth, is the god 

of wisdom and source of all magical knowledge 

that exists, to dominate the freshwater was the 

god of the liquid element , but as Enki was also 

the lord of the land ( Ki means land ) , as male 

principle was fertilizing agent of these . He 

instructed man in the arts and crafts . His wife, as 

we have said , was Damkina , Ninki or 

Damgalnunna , and his cult center was Eridu, in 

the temple of Eabzu . 
 

 



EXPLICATION  OF  THE  GODS 

Marduk , Son of Ea and Damkina , was begotten in the Apsu and 

was superior to all the gods (at least since the rise of cassita people 

) . It represented the fertilizing action of water as Enki, the Sumerian 

version of his father Ea . His attribute was the Marru ( hoe ) . He 

was the organizer of the universe , builder of the abode of the gods 

, the Master of Life , the great healer and I just replaces Ea in all 

matters relating to magical incantations . Apart from its spectacular 

and glorious role in the creation myth takes many feats. Is the 

holder of the Tablets of Destiny and it determines the fate of men. 

His wife was Sarpanit ( Zarpanit ) and cultured city of Babylon was 

in Esagila . 
 

 



EXPLICATION  OF  THE  GODS 

Nabu : He was the son of Marduk 

and patron of scribes . Eventually 

displace his father in importance , 

especially during the Neo-

Babylonian period. His cult center 

was the temple in Borsippa Ezida . 
 

 



EXPLICATION  OF  THE  GODS 

Without God Luna, son of Enlil and father of Shamash and Ishtar 

(although this also appeared as the daughter of Anu ) as well as 

Nusku , god of fire . His name was Nannar or Sumerian Nanna . 

He ruled over the months , with phase changes and was a 

mysterious god was one " whose deepest heart no god could 

enter " at the end of the month the other gods came to consult 

and listen to their decisions and advice. He was depicted as an 

old man with long white beard color, lapis lazuli , and covered 

with a turban , its symbol was the crescent moon . You will be 

matched with Ningal or Nigal ( great lady ) . He worshiped at 

Harran and Ur especially in the temple Egishnugal . Together with 

his sons Shamash and Ishtar Babylonian astral forms a triad. 

 

 



EXPLICATION  OF  THE  GODS 

Shamash : Is Your Sun god Utu Sumerian name was . He was the god of 

justice. He saw everything and its rays were the network in which 

prisoners were those who did wrong . Every morning the scorpion-men 

who lived in the mountains east opened a heavy door on the side of the 

mountain which Shamash out to explore its daily path , the evening ran 

his car into the Mountain West where another door opened so he could 

could for God to descend to the depths of the earth , continuing this way 

overnight to be able to leave the next morning. He was also the god of 

divination , something very important in Mesopotamian life. His wife and 

children were Aia Kettu , Mesharú Justice and the Law. He was worshiped 

at Sippar and Larsa, and also had a temple in Babylon whose name 

meant "the house of the Judge of the World" . 

 

 



EXPLICATION  OF  THE  GODS 

Ishtar : The most important female deity of the entire pantheon both Sumerian 

and Semitic . Daughter of Sin or Anu, is the representation of the planet Venus. 

His Sumerian name is Inanna or Irnini . She is the goddess of love, sexual 

attraction and war , the first two attributes stood out when he showed her as 

the daughter of Anu and the third most often received as a daughter of Sin. It 

has been located as the wife of Ashur who was accompanied on military 

campaigns. She was represented in a chariot drawn by seven lions ( their 

sacred animal) and carrying a bow in his hand. Her lovers were many and was 

relentless with them , there are many myths in this regard some of which are 

discussed below. As a warrior goddess was worshiped in Nineveh , but in Erech 

was worshiped as a goddess of love and voluptuousness , appearing with a 

retinue of " courtesans, comfort women and prostitutes " , he was also 

worshiped at Uruk, Agade , Kish and Arba'il . 

 

 



EXPLICATION  OF  THE  GODS 

Ninurta : This is another sidereal lords besides 

the Trinity that made Sin, Shamash and Ishtar . 

Was identified with the constellation Orion . It is 

a Sumerian god who in the beginning is the 

beneficent god of floods and later becomes a 

warrior and hunter god . He was the eldest son 

of Enlil. Be confounded with Ningirsu or later 

Ningursu , Mr. Girsu city in Lagash . He is the 

protagonist of the epic Zu bird (or Anzu ) . His 

wife was Sumerian Bau , later replaced by the 

Babylonian Nin- tube Karrak finally give way to 

Guoba . 

 

 



EXPLICATION  OF  THE  GODS 
Ashur : was the principal Assyrian divinity, when 

the power tube submit to Babylonian Nineveh , 

Ashur ranked first among the gods. At first I was 

identified with Anshar and radically changed 

his role in the cosmogony , making him king of 

all gods , origin of himself , the father of the 

other immortals , who made heaven of Anu and 

hell , the author of all the men and a number of 

achievements. Although Ashur means the 

Gracious is actually a warrior god . He was 

portrayed in the shape of a winged disk or 

mounted on a bull. He was also god of fertility 

and that purpose was represented surrounded 

by branches and next to a goat. His wife was 

Ishtar. 

 

 



EXPLICATION  OF  THE  GODS 

Dumuzi : Also known as Tammuz. Was the most 

important god of vegetation , was the lord of 

the woods and vine Ninazu whose father was 

lord of divination by water. He was a lover of 

Ishtar, which is why he lost his life , lowering 

Ishtar into the underworld to get him back. 

 

 



EXPLICATION  OF  THE  GODS 

Ereshkigal : Call the Lady of the Great Land 

was the goddess of hell and darkness . It was 

regarded as the sister of Ishtar. She had 

fathered Namtar , his vizier and messenger, 

which in turn was the son of Enlil , whose name 

means destiny ( similar to Latin and Greek 

character fatum moira ) . Shot as husband 

Nergal . 

 

 



EXPLICATION  OF  THE  GODS 

Nergal : Known as Mr. ( or power ) of the Great 

Residence . As Nergal was the god of the 

underworld , destruction and war , was later 

identified with Erra (or Irra ) and attribute this 

god of plague added. At first it was a sky god 

, but after her marriage to Ereshkigal can 

transform into king of the underworld . This 

marriage is treated in a myth of which more 

later . 

 

 



EXPLICATION  OF  THE  GODS 

Nin- hursag : Araru or Mammi known as the 

Great Mother was . Sometimes appeared with 

other names such as Bau or Guoba (wives of 

Ninurta ) . It was a very old divinity. There is a 

myth in which he was even credited with the 

creation of man with clay mixed with the blood 

of a god Ea had died ( when he does this it 

does Mammi name ) , this was a widespread 

belief in Eridu. 

 

 



EXPLICATION  OF  THE  GODS 

Protecting Gods : Dumsaga was a male protector god 

and goddesses Gatumdug and Bau female beings who 

gave the breath of life, and Nintud Mami watched over 

the birth of the creatures . Mamítu determining the 

destiny of those who came to the world. The dreams 

were sent by Zakar , and were often premonitory . 

Health depended Nin- Karrak Guba and goddess . 

 

Malefics Gods : Ura and Namtaru were gods of 

disease. Generally, under orders or Ereshkigal Erra . 

 

 



MYTHS  OF  THE  GODS 

Myths : 

 

The Myth of the Flood : 

 

The theme of the Flood is treated in more than 

one source , among others, Tablet XI of the Epic 

of Gilgamesh. Here the main character is 

named myth Atrahasis or Utanapishtín name (or 

Ut- Napishtim ) either . 

 

 

 



MYTHS   OF  THE  GODS 

The myth begins with the gods forced to do hard labor : digging canals and cleaning 

them after a period of 3600 years has been too decide that the night and taking up 

arms against their sovereign : Enlil. This upset summons the gods to hear their protests 

, once the meeting decide that Belet -ili ( Araru or Nin- hursag ) , the mother goddess 

, believed to mortals to perform these tasks . This creates seven men and seven 

women of which will grow a large population , large excess . They became so 

numerous that Enlil could not rest because of the noise they produced. Then Enlil sends 

a plague, after a drought , and when this also fails send a famine ( versions differ , in 

fact in some , these punishments are applied until the end Ea convinces the mother 

goddess to create seven men and seven women superior to all others who teach men 

to live in peace with the gods ) , the disaster comes to a point where people eat their 

daughters and can no longer perform the job for which they were created. Then Enki 

and Enlil discuss which is the way you act and Enlil decides to make a "evil" sending 

the most terrible weapons : 



MYTHS   OF  THE  GODS 

The Flood. However Enki ( The Semitic Ea) , pity on humanity , says a man who was the 

son of Ubara -Tutu , Shuruppak king , whose name was Atrahasis ( or Ut- Napishtim , 

depending on the version ) , what will occur , as well as the duration of the flood ( 7 

days) and ordered to build a boat of 120 cubits. Once built Atrahasis plays his wealth, 

his family, his animals and wild animals . The Flood ended , and all the voices were silent 

, for " all mankind had been changed in mud " , then Ut- Napishtim released some birds , 

depends on the version the order in which I did, but on one occasion were a dove and a 

swallow and a raven on the other , when the behavior of the animals indicated that you 

could find land disembarked and made a great offering to the gods , in which these 

argue over who has forgiven him that human life , at that time Enki Enlil explained what 

had happened and convinces him that men are to go on living but stopping playback. 

The responsibility for this falls on women, or with sterility or deliberately in certain social 

categories ( by the temple prostitutes , for example). 

 

 



EPIC  POEMS 

The Epic of Gilgamesh: 

 

Gilgamesh is definitely the Mesopotamian hero 

par excellence, and also one of the most 

widespread and popular myths . There are 

about twelve chapters of the epic. We know 

almost certainly that Gilgamesh was a young 

ruler of Uruk " walled well " who reigned 

around 2600 BC . Thought to be son of the 

goddess Nisun , whose husband was the king 

Lugalbanda . He is recognized as the most 

famous work of the fabulous building walls of 

Uruk . 

 

 



EPIC POEMS 

Epic is introduced with a brief description of 

exploits and adventures , resource staging 

proclaiming largest Gilgamesh in wisdom and 

knowledge. What appears as a character who 

conducted a great journey in search of 

immortality, became despondent and resigned, 

returned home and taxed on a stone tablet all 

he had done and suffered , and then completed 

the construction of the walls of Uruk and sacred 

Eanna temple , the home of the goddess Ishtar. 

 

 



EPIC  POEMS 

The actual epic begins with Gilgamesh abusing their position and 

their irresistible beauty and presence to enjoy the carnal 

pleasures with all the nubile maidens of Uruk , while forcing all 

young people to work in the city walls and in the temple. The 

inhabitants of the city, irritated and annoyed , went to Araru , 

mother of the gods , urging her to create a rival to Gilgamesh. 

This hear pleas and taking a lump of clay in his hands and threw 

it to the field created a primitive man , this is Enkidu whose body 

was covered in hair and braids adorned with not knowing and 

the human ways acted like an animal. Enkidu grew between 

animals and dismantled traps preventing hunters hunt their 

brethren. 

 

 



EPIC  POEMS 

Hunters protest Gilgamesh to help them because 

Enkidu 's power is such that they dare not face 

him. Then Gilgamesh plots a plan , decides to 

send a hunter in the company of a prostitute ( 

whose name is Shamhat ) to look for in order to 

seduce Enkidu . And indeed , this occurs after six 

days and seven nights making love , Enkidu 

changes and can not return to animals , then 

Shamhat convinces him to go to Uruk to meet 

Gilgamesh. 

 

 



EPIC  POEMS 

Meanwhile Gilgamesh had a disturbing dream , 

her mother interpret for him , meaning that a 

man would come to him and be his friend. But 

Enkidu Gilgamesh surprise when this goes to a 

loving task. Both face similar but seeing as its 

force quickly decided it was best to not fight 

and be friends. After that Enkidu leads a 

normal life and one day Uruk Gilgamesh 

returns to have a dream from which interprets 

Shamash should go to fight or Khumbaba 

Humbaba (or even Huwawa a more primitive 

version ) Fort giant forest cedars. 

 

 



EPIC  POEMS 

Despite the warnings and the negatives of his counselors 

Gilgamesh and Enkidu consult Nisun ( the Great Queen ) makes 

an offering to Shamash to protect classmates . When both 

reach the cedar forest (remember that a forest is an unfamiliar 

place and rather exotic for a Mesopotamian ) Humbaba 

approaches and despises visitors due to its small size , " are so 

small that you think as if ye were a turtle . " It is a common 

device in Mesopotamian mythology that when the end seems 

near and unfavorable heroes situation , divinity intervene and 

turn things against the enemy in this case is Shamash who calls 

the winds against the giant and that's how Gilgamesh defeat 

him , decapitating him and putting his head on a raft which 

take you to Nippur. 

 

 



EPIC  POEMS 

Back to Uruk , Gilgamesh is washed and a clean tunic and a sash 

and Ishtar , which like the other gods had witnessed the fight , can 

not resist her charms and offered to be his lover , offering also gets 

rich present. But Gilgamesh knowing the fateful destination rejects 

her former lovers , reproaching him for all his dubious reputation . 

Ishtar furious rebukes rejection and turns to her father, Anu, urging 

him to send the celestial bull to kill Gilgamesh. This access and Ishtar 

enters the reins of Uruk Toro Celeste in her hands and started killing 

young city by opening cracks in falling , one hundred , two hundred, 

three hundred included Enkidu . But she quickly left Enkidu and 

Gilgamesh call rushing with his sword and kills the bull . After Ishtar 

while writhing in anger on the walls , Enkidu starts to Toro 's back 

and throws him in the face, increpándola . 

 

 



EPIC  POEMS 

The gods saw that Enkidu and Gilgamesh have 

performed such feats discuss their fate and 

decide that one of them has died, Ishtar and 

takes revenge . Enkidu sick and after twelve 

days of fighting dies thirteenth. Magnificent 

funerals are held and Gilgamesh calls around 

the country to build a statue of his friend. 

 

 



EPIC  POEMS 

Gilgamesh wanders desperate fields , as this terrified of death. Decide to go see 

the one man who survived the Flood and is immortal Ut- Napishtim . The journey is 

dangerous and the door of the mountain Mashu , why is forced to pass , is guarded 

by scorpion-men . Initially these will get so hostile , but after talking with them and 

let you pass Gilgamesh travels many miles of darkness reaching a very beautiful 

garden of stones . There lies Siduri , the vending of beer, which at first startled to 

see the look , dirty and ragged of Gilgamesh, but then is directed to Siduri and tells 

her who he is and she helps him , telling him to look for the boatman Ur- shanabi . 

Gilgamesh goes in search of this man and declares its purposes , this tells you that 

three hundred poles cut each one hundred feet ( about 30m) . Once the task begin 

the journey , which lasts six weeks, during which the hero is not to allow the deadly 

water touch your body. Thanks to the poles to get across the island where Ut- 

Napishtim . 

 

 



EPIC  POEMS 

Ut- Napishtim and Gilgamesh are the first 

attempts to explain the death of Gilgamesh 

comparing it to sleep , so he proposed to the 

hero who tries not sleep for six nights , a task in 

which Gilgamesh fails miserably . Then 

Gilgamesh asks Ut- Napishtim as if he is 

immortal and he responds narrating the story of 

the flood and the grace that he and his wife 

were the gods. 

 

 



EPIC  POEMS 

Knowing this Gilgamesh, heartbroken , decides 

to abandon his search . Ut- Napishtim provides 

means to clean up and recover their good looks 

and presents him great gifts. Finally entrusted 

with a secret: the location of a rejuvenating 

plant Gilgamesh on his return gets the seabed. 

But yet as he washed the evening in a pond a 

snake attracted by the smell of the plant is 

stolen . Gilgamesh despairs and has 

made mourn , immortality is not for him, says, " I 

surrender ." 

 

 



EPIC  POEMS 

Gilgamesh In this form, accompanied by Ur- 

shanabi returns to Uruk and proudly claims its 

authentic achievement : the city walls . 


